
 LAST WEEK @ CROSS CHURCH:

COMING UP:                              

Volunteering with children can be….many things. Crazy. Chaotic. A tad
insane? Sometimes, you feel like you didn't "get through". It can feel like
the lesson bounced off the wall and flopped on the ground. There are
times when so many unexpected things arise before class or during that
the lessons just can't be completed in the time allotted. 

But it can also bring unexpected joy.  

I have the pleasure of organizing and scheduling volunteers for each
Sunday service. I also have the pleasure of hearing so many stories
afterward. I am often so blessed to listen to the many ways God was
moving in the classroom. Many times, a volunteer will experience a
rough night before or a rocky start to the Sunday morning before they
even leave the house to get to church. Many times, it feels like a drag to
come and serve, and we begin to feel weighed down by the
commitment we made. But those are the days I can expect to see God
doing something truly awesome in class. 

Those days turn out to be the biggest blessings to a leader.

You see, the enemy wants nothing more than to distract us from service.
To derail our plans. To catch us off guard and kick us in a weak
moment…anything to keep our children from hearing the truth. Anything
to keep our next generation in the dark. Anything to claim a soul for
himself.

So, be encouraged when you feel like coming to church to serve is the
last thing you'd rather be doing. Be encouraged because you're a
target, and the enemy knows you are someone to battle. But ALSO be
encouraged because he stands no chance. The hard days, expect God
to make a difference even if you don't see it. Expect God to connect the
lesson in a way you didn't expect. Watch and see what the Lord will do.

Thank you to all the children's volunteers who selflessly give their time
and pour their hearts into the children on Sunday mornings and
Wednesday nights.

Children’s Minister

Jessi Wallace


